Abstract
recent 'adaptive evolution' as phenotypic variation among genetically different individuals arising from changes in climatic conditions, particularly since the Last Glacial Maximum (Conner and Hartl 2004; Parducci et al. 2012; Franks et al. 2014) , whereas we define 'plastic response' as phenotypic variation among individuals sharing similar genomic composition (Franks et al. 2014) . Many studies have examined and compared intraspecific phenotypic variation across the geographic ranges of selected species (e.g. Parmesan 2006; Chen et al. 2011 ). An important subset of these studies has also considered or measured genetic variation (GV; Cwynar and MacDonald 1987; Wang et al. 2006; Allen et al. 2010) . However, the examination of intraspecific phenotypic variation of a widely distributed species usually results from both 'adaptive evolution' and 'plastic response'. Generally, phenotypic plasticity in response to differences in environmental conditions is relatively simple to study since the experimental protocol typically uses controlled contrast experiments involving plants grown along one or more abiotic stress gradients (e.g. Valladares et al. 2000; Bloor and Grubb 2004; Richards et al. 2006; Nicotra et al. 2010) . However, it is significantly more complex and difficult to tease apart the effects of GV and phenotypic plasticity when examining naturally growing populations with unknown genetic backgrounds growing under different naturally occurring conditions (e.g. Gil et al. 2002; Makinen 2002; Dangasuk and Panetsos 2004; Franks et al. 2014 ). An additional level of complexity is added when different phenotypic traits (e.g. vegetative versus reproductive features) exhibit different responses to changes or differences in environmental conditions. Nevertheless, the quantification of intraspecific variation within a widespread species across a large spatial scale is necessary if we are to resolve the relative importance of the effects of different environmental factors and different genetic factors on phenotypic variation (Boyd 2002; Herrera et al. 2002; Franks et al. 2014) .
Previous studies of intraspecific variation have focused predominantly on the correlation between phenotypic variation within or among populations and local environmental factors (Gil et al. 2002; Makinen 2002; Dangasuk and Panetsos 2004) . For comparatively ancient species, demographic history usually exerts a strong effect on current distribution owing to the fact that relict peripheral populations are typically confined for long periods of time in habitat refugia, wherein a combination of reproductive isolation, small population size, founder effects and genetic drift collectively result in potentially significant genetic divergence since the last glacial period (Reisch et al. 2003) . Under these circumstances, it is reasonable to suppose that genetic differences among scattered populations provide a comparatively reliable indication of demographic history. In contrast, little is known about the effects of demographic history on GV and its effects on phenotypic variation, and even less is known about the combined effects of demographic history and local environmental factors.
What can be said with some certainty is that the demographic history differs among the populations of species with broad but fragmented geographic distributions resulting in part or in whole from Quaternary climatic oscillations (see reviews by Hewitt 2000 Hewitt , 2004 . For example, some species have survived in multiple refugia as populations derived from colonizers with significantly different genetic compositions (e.g. Avise 2000; Zhang et al. 2005; Meng et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2010) . In contrast, other species have survived in a single refugium and thus manifest a comparatively uniform genetic composition (e.g. Avise 2000; Zhang et al. 2005) . In the former case, it is difficult to distinguish how much of the observed intraspecific phenotypic variation is attributable to local environmental factors versus endemic genomic differences among refugia.
Yet another confounding phenomenon is the extent to which reproductive and vegetative functional traits respond to long-term geographic isolation attended by differences in local environmental conditions. Geographical variation in reproductive and vegetative features (e.g. ovulate cones and leaves, respectively) is reportedly very common (Cwynar and MacDonald 1987; Coffey et al. 1999; Ackerly et al. 2000; Parchman and Benkman 2002; Aitken et al. 2008; Parchman and Benkman 2008; Aitken and Whitlock 2013) either as a result of phenotypic plasticity (Grant 1991; Herrera et al. 2006) or as a result of heritable intrinsic GV driven by different natural selection regimes (Khalil 1984; Borghetti et al. 1988; Carlson and Theroux 1993; Donahue and Upton 1996; Wahid et al. 2006) . Recently, Franks et al. (2014) concluded that all of a total of 26 compiled studies show strong evidence for plastic (evolutionary responses) with respect to phenotypic variation. Bower and Aitken (2008) found that the phenotypic variation of whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis Engelm) resulted from genetic and geographic differentiation reflecting long-term adaptive evolution since the Last Glacial Maximum and from local environmental adaption. In this context, many researchers have asserted that the cone or seed size variances within species are tightly associated with fitness and thus adaptive evolution (Roach 1986; Winn 1988; Biere 1991; Platenkamp and Shaw 1993; Ji et al. 2011) . Moreover, the phenotypical evolution of reproductive organs tend to be highly regulated by genetic legacy (Donahue and Upton 1996; Wahid et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2008) . In contrast, vegetative organs tend to be less phenotypically conservative in their evolution and manifest considerably more adaptive variation to local environmental conditions.
In light of these considerations, it is reasonable to ask two questions: Do endemic environmental factors and genetic differences among founder populations co-impact the phenotypic variation observed for species surviving in refugia differing significantly in their abiotic conditions? Is there a contrasting quantitative pattern of the phenotypic variation in reproductive (e.g. cone or seed) versus vegetative (e.g. leaf) traits in response to demographic history and local environmental conditions?
We addressed these two questions by quantifying the intraspecific phenotypic variation observed among natural populations of Pinus tabulaeformis, then collected the source of the variation resulted from both demographic history and local environmental factors by the process of information-theoretic approach (Burnham and Anderson 2002) . This species was selected for three reasons: (i) it is a native, widespread and dominant conifer in natural forests in northern China (Wu 1995; Chen et al. 2008) ; (ii) it has a broad geographic range (longitude 101°-123°E; latitudes 32°-41°N), except for the Loess Plateau (34°-40° N, 103°-114° E), over a range of elevation (125-2600 m) characterized by diverse climatic features that result in significantly different and widely distributed habitats (Table 1) ; and (iii) most of its populations are derived from different glacial refugia that cluster into genetically distinct groups (Chen et al. 2008) .
MATERiALS AND METHODS

Sampling and measurement protocols
In September 2007, a total of 160 P. tabulaeformis trees were sampled as a representative of 13 naturally occurring populations from four refugia. Between 10 and 17 trees were sampled from each of the 13 populations, which collectively spanned the entire geographical range of this species in China (also see Table 1 ; Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, no restrictions were imposed on these locations/activities because P. tabulaeformis is a native, widespread and dominant conifer in the natural forests in northern China. In addition, this species is not endangered or protected. Ovulate cones and leaves were sampled from the middle part of each tree crown; individual trees within populations were separated by at least 50 m (see Chen et al. 2008) ; and the number of samples was determined based on population size (20-72 healthy cones per tree). We defined these populations with four genetic groups based on their different demographic origins (Chen et al. 2008) : northern groups (N, i.e. CY, WLS, XWTS, WTS, BT and HLS), southern groups (S, i.e. QS, HDT and ZJ); and two western groups: W1 (KBL) and W2 (HZ, TS and DB). Two groups (i.e. S and N) occupy a wider geographic range with greater habitat heterogeneity than the groups W1 and W2. In the following trait variation analyses, we treated the genetic group (i.e. S, N, W1 or W2) as a separate factor reflecting GV among populations.
To quantify the phenotypic variation across habitats, a total of 12 measurements were made for each population following the protocols of Cornelissen et al. (2003) and Nicotra et al. (2010) . After removing all seeds from each cone, the maximal cone length (CL) and width (CW) were measured with a vernier caliper. Cones were then oven dried at 70°C for 72 h to determine their dry weight (cone dry weight [CDW] ). Subsequently, 20 winged seeds per tree were selected randomly from a composite sample of several current-year cones selected randomly from each mature tree. The seed wing was removed and measured for length (seed wing length [SWL] ) and width (seed wing width [SWW] ) as was the corpus of the seed (seed length [SL] and seed width [SW] , respectively) using a vernier caliper. The CDW, seed total weight (STW) and seed wing total weight (SWTW) were measured using a precision balance (Precisa XT120A, Precisa instruments. Ltd., Switzerland).
Ten to 20 current-year needles were randomly selected from one randomly sampled long shoot per individual tree, and their length (needle length [NL] ) and projected area were measured using a ruler and an Epson 10000XL scanner (Epson Co., Ltd). The scanned images were saved in TIFF format at a resolution of 600 dpi. The leaves were then oven dried at 70°C for 72 h and their dry weight determined to calculate individual leaf mass per area (LMA in units of g/cm 2 ) after measuring total leaf area (using Scion Image 4.03 for Where n is the number of sampled trees. The MAT and MAR were derived from China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System. AET was obtained from the 10-arcmin IWMI World Water Climate Atlas (http://www.iwmi.cgiar.org/WAtlas/).
Windows, Scion Company, USA) and dividing by the total leaf number to give single leaf area (Single A).
Environmental variables
The main geographic and climatic characteristics of each population site were described in terms of elevation, longitude, latitude, mean annual temperature (MAT), precipitation (MAR) and actual evapotranspiration (AET) ( 
Statistical analysis
Because spatial autocorrelation can bias the results of traditional regression analysis, we used Moran I (with 1000 Monte Carlo simulations) to evaluate whether the spatial variation observed for phenotypic traits among populations was spatially autocorrelated. Using SPSS 13.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), we also performed discriminant function analysis (DFA) in pairwise comparisons of each genetic group to quantify the contributions of MAT, MAR and AET to climatic variation. Spearman's nonparametric correlations between phenotypic traits and environmental variables were calculated subsequently, including climate and geographic factors, such as elevation, precipitation, temperature and AET (using SPSS 13.0 for Windows).
Nested analysis of variance was used to explore random effects on the partitioning of the total variance, and hierarchical components was used to analyze the degree of variance partitioning of phenotypic traits (Bower and Aitken 2006) . A random-effects model for data from a completely nested design has the form:
where Y ijk is the value of the dependent variable observed at the ith replication with the first factor at its jth level and the second factor at its kth level, μ is the overall (fixed) mean of the sampling population and τ i , δ j i ( ) and ε k ij ( ) are mutually uncorrelated random effects with respective variances. From this analysis, the variance contributions of each phenotypic trait to the total variance among populations and among individuals in each population (and within each individual) were estimated. Estimates of variance component correlations were performed using PROC NESTED in SAS 8.0 (SAS Systems Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Furthermore, the coefficient of variation (CV, i.e. the standard deviation divided by the mean, which represents the phenotypic variation capability of each trait) was calculated separately at different levels, including demographic groups (CV gv ), populations (CV pop ) and individuals (CV ind ), as a complementary index to interpret phenotypic variation (Garcia et al. 2009 ).
To determine the extent to which different factors contributed to the variation observed for phenotypic traits along geographical/climatic gradients, an information-theoretic approach was used (see Burnham and Anderson 2002) , following the procedure detailed by Romano and Ficetola (2010) . Specifically, using generalized linear models (GLMs), we built alternative candidate models for the relationships between each morphological trait and the key climatic variables and demographic groups. We then sequentially constructed unitary, binary, trinary-variable and tetrinaryvariable linear candidate models using one or more of the four independent variables. This protocol identified 14 candidate models with w ≥0.01 for each morphological trait. These models were studied extensively because the probability that each of these models is the best model exceeded 1% (see Table 3 ). Additionally, because the growth and distribution of plants are generally regulated by local water and temperature conditions, MAR, temperature and AET as well as GV, these variables were selected as independent variables in each of the 14 candidate models. Because co-linearity occurs when the number of independent variables exceeds four (Bowerman and O'Connell 1990) , only the most important four factors were used to evaluate the relationships among morphological traits, climatic variation and demographic history (i.e. GV). The Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) was used to identify the best model describing the relationship between the phenotypic traits and their potential predictors (Wagenmakers and Farrell 2004) . AIC models explaining the most variation with the fewest predictors have the lowest AIC values (AIC min ) (Akaike 1973; Richards 2008) . AIC values were calculated using the formula AIC = [−2 ln (likelihood)] + 2K, where K is the number of estimated parameters included in a particular model. To further evaluate the effectiveness of candidate models, Akaike weights (i.e. w) were calculated by dividing relative model likelihoods by the sum of the likelihoods of all candidate models (see Wagenmakers and Farrell 2004; Lukacs et al. 2007 ). We also calculated Nagelkerke's R 2 as a measure of the proportion of variance explained by each candidate model. The standard variance partitioning was used to evaluate the percentage of variation explained by the independent variables in the best AIC models (Cushman and McGarigal 2002) . Finally, we calculated the variance explained by independent variables using partial redundancy analysis (i.e. partial RDA) method (Canoco version 4.5). The best AIC model selection and Moran I (using the package ape) analysis were both performed with the R environment.
RESULTS
Intraspecific trait variation
Among populations, all phenotypic traits exhibited high coefficients of variation (i.e. CV), ranging from 6.9% to 74.8%; phenotypic variation for the majority of traits exceeded 12% (online supplementary Appendix S1). The phenotypic variation of most of the traits within each genetic group (i.e. phenotypic plasticity) was more than 10% and exceeded 30% for some of the traits in the genetic groups N and S more often than for the W1 group (Fig. 2a) . Nested analysis showed that the magnitude of the proportion of phenotypic variation among individuals varied from 19% to 79% among the different traits (Fig. 3) . Seed, wing and leaf traits exhibited higher variance components among individuals than among populations or within individuals. In most cases, the magnitude of the variance components of cone traits among populations was »50%, indicating that the phenotypic variation among reproductive traits was most likely more influenced by GV and geographic and climatic variation within the distribution range of the species (Fig. 3) . Finally, the total variance among populations, individuals and within individuals for all 12 traits was on average partitioned as 28%, 46% and 25%, respectively.
The contributions of climatic and/or geographic factors and demographic history to phenotypic variation
With one exception, DFA showed that MAT, MAR and AET differed insignificantly among the pairwise comparisons of each genetic group. The single exception was the N group versus S group (P < 0.05, also see online supplementary Appendix S2), which could be attributed to differences in MAR (online supplementary Appendix S2). The results of Spearman's nonparametric correlation analysis showed that the phenotypic traits of cones, seeds, seed wings and leaves are statistically significantly correlated with AET as a single climatic factor (P < 0.05) ( Table 2 ). Spearman's nonparametric correlations revealed strong covariation between climatic and geographical factors (online supplementary Appendix S4, P < 0.05). Considering the strong covaried relationships that existed, we deemed that the adaption to climatic factors may play an important role in shaping the phenotypic variation and GV for P. tabulaeformis. GLMs of the data from the pooled populations indicated a significant relationship between phenotypic traits and climatic variables. In the case of cone traits, width was significantly spatially autocorrelated (Moran I = 0.097, Monte Carlo permutation test: P < 0.05). A nested analysis of variance model showed that the variation among populations in CL, CW and CDW was 48%, 63% and 51%, respectively. This variance distribution was shown to result from the joint effects of genetic group factors and climatic variables (Fig. 3) . Less than 38% of the variation among populations was observed for all wing, needle and seed traits (Fig. 3) .
Turning to the AIC, we observed that the best AIC candidate model for CL involved three factors, which accounted for 31.1% of the total variance observed for this trait, i.e. MAR (5.4%), GV (12.7%) and AET (13.0%). The best AIC model for CDW involved four factors, which accounted for 40% of the total variance observed for this trait, i.e. GV (6.0%), MAT (7.5%), MAR (8.9%) and AET (17.6%). The best model for CW indicated that this trait was under strong genetic control (accounting for 20.6% of the total variance) (Tables 3 and 4). The phenotypic variation of SWL and SWW was influenced by three factors, i.e. GV (7.9%), MAR (12.3%) and AET (23.3%) for SWL, and GV (10.5%), MAR (8.5%) and AET (9.2%) for SWW (Table 4) . SWTW was predicted by a simple model with only two factors, i.e. GV and AET, which accounted for 38.4% of the total variance observed for this trait (Tables 3 and 4) . Single leaf area (Single A) and all seed traits (SL, SW and STW) were determined by all key factors (together accounting for 27.5%, 39.6%, 37.4% and 55.7%, respectively, also see Table 4 ). In variance partitioning, GV accounted for 3.7%, 12.5%, 2.7% and 14.8% of the variance observed for Single A, SL, SW and STW, respectively. A simpler model (one that only took into account the effect of AET and GV factors) had higher support for NL (two factors accounting for 40.4%) whose variance partitioning accounted for 32.7% and 8.7% by AET and GV, respectively (Tables 3 and 4 ). GV and the three climatic variables were found to have significant effects on LMA in the best AIC model (accounting for 35%) and had separate variance partitioning for GV (7.5%), MAR (8.1%), MAT (8.5%) and AET (10.9%) ( Table 4) .
In summary, GV remained a significant factor explaining trait variation in all of the tenable models, and most of the results were in close agreement with the relative importance result (online supplementary Appendix S3). Moreover, based on the selected best models using partial RDA, GV played a more important role in explaining phenotypic variation in most reproductive traits than any of the other variables (Table 4) , whereas local climatic conditions played a more important role in explaining differences in vegetative features.
DiSCUSSiON
Our analyses indicate that most of the significant phenotypic variation among individuals occurs among rather than within populations and that multiple factors have contributed to the divergence of phenotypic traits within and among populations. Moreover, phenotypic variation is more significant in the southern groups (S) (i.e. QS, HDT and ZJ) than in the northern groups (N) (i.e. CY, WLS, XWTS, WTS, BT and HLS) (Fig. 2a) . We speculate that this pattern is likely the result of the southward migration of this species during the last glacial period, and the subsequent northward migration during the postglacial period leading to more gene flow and introgression for populations investigated within the southern group ( Chen et al. 2008 ). An additional finding is that reproductive traits (which are traditionally considered to be more evolutionarily conserved than vegetative traits; see Lechowicz 1984) and vegetative traits (which are considered to be evolutionarily more 'plastic'; see Pluess et al. 2005 ) manifest different patterns of variation in agreement with conventional traits is partitioned predominantly among as opposed to within populations in contrast to the variance partitioning observed for vegetative traits. These two different variancepartitioning patterns suggest to us that different factors affect reproductive and vegetative traits, at least in the case of our study species. This speculation is consistent with a previous study of Embothrium coccineum (Souto et al. 2009) showing that leaf traits likely reflect adaptive differences corresponding to distinctively different environmental factors across the entire geographic range of this species. It is certainly the case that many factors contribute to the relative amounts of variation observed among populations of the same species, particularly when populations have been separated for long periods of time (Williams and Conner 2001) . However, many previous ecogeographical studies of intraspecific phenotypic variation only deal with the presence or absence of patterns that require detailed examinations of explanatory hypotheses (Balaguer et al. 2001; Murray et al. 2002) . This approach makes it difficult to explicitly evaluate the extent to which multiple environmental and geographical factors contribute to the partitioning of phenotypic variation. In contrast, we adopted an information theory approach that allows for the evaluation of alternative hypotheses and gives direct measures of support provided by alternative AIC models (Lukacs et al. 2007; Romano and Ficetola 2010) . For example, similar CWs across all 13 populations with four different demographic histories indicate that variation in this one trait is likely to be highly conserved as a result of adaptive evolution that is insensitive to otherwise measurably different climatic factors. Furthermore, one-half of the 12 traits measured in this study have best candidate AIC models predominantly involving two factors (i.e. GV and AET) as the primary contributors to the variation observed in these traits (Table 4) . Noting the correlations between AET and cone, needle, seed and seed wing size, and for leaf traits (Tables 2 and 3) , we speculate that variation in these traits reflects adaption to tolerate and adapt to drought stress (i.e. online supplementary Appendix S2) (Volaire et al. 1998; Galmés et al. 2005; Niinemets et al. 2007 ). The phenotypic variation in leaf traits responded to drought stress in different ways, such as reducing specific leaf area (Fonseca et al. 2000) , increasing succulence (Eggli and Nyffeler 2009) or adjusting trichome and stomatal size and density (Ehleringer et al. 1976; Masle et al. 2005) . However, our analyses revealed that there is no significant correlation between LMA and AET, although AET accounts for the largest variance partitioning among the four variables contributing to LMA. We found that single needle area (A) significantly decreases with AET. These phenomenon are likely to result from two factors: i) drought stress leading to the miniaturization of single needle area, while needle thickness remains comparatively constant, and ii) the needle surface area and thickness covarying along environmental gradient, the former decreasing and the latter increasing (as a result of an increased cuticular wax layer) with increasing AET. Moreover, these traits (as well as others) exhibit a clinal shift along geographic or environmental gradients that appear to reflect adaptions to local environmental conditions. Similar results have been observed by numerous manipulative experiments using annual plants and, in one case, a perennial pine species. For example, a recent common garden study comparing P. tabulaeformis populations Variance partition (partial RDA) for each factor is shown; Nagelkerke's R N 2 measures the proportion of variance explained by each candidate model. from different elevation revealed that high-elevation populations have a greater drought tolerance than low-elevation populations, a phenomenology that appears to reflect differences in photosynthetic rate (Ma et al. 2014) . Finally, we draw attention to the fact that our conclusions rest in large part on the AIC, which is the most commonly adopted criterion used to compare models and to identify the best model describing the relationship between the phenotypic traits and their potential factors (Richards 2005) . This protocol was used because, although multiple regression analysis is frequently used to obtain multivariate partitioning for phenotypic traits influenced by many factors (Deng et al. 2012; Richards et al. 2012) , it can be difficult to select the appropriate factors from candidate factors/variables as the independent variables of multiple regression models. The AIC approach provides a rigorous method to quantify the extent to which contending models provide the best estimates of correlation.
In summary, this study represents a new approach to analyzing the ecogeographical variation observed for a widespread species to dissect the relative importance of genetic versus environmental factors contributing to phenotypic variation in vegetative and reproductive traits. In contrast to previous studies of phenotypic variation, which often assume different populations are genetically homogenous, our data indicate that GV is far more complex and must be assessed in addition to geographic distributions and climatic differences, especially when attempting to construct evolutionary scenarios concerning how plants such as P. tabulaeformis evolved in China. Our results show that evaluating different hypotheses for ecogeographical variation is necessary since different factors have contributed to the variation observed for different traits . Indeed, the key environmental factors and genetic divergence co-affect the phenotypic variation observed among populations of our study species. Most of the models for most of the traits show that the GV contributed a high proportion to the phenotypic variation (Table 4) , whereas models incorporating AET reveal the joint effect of environmental factors on phenotypic features. Moreover, in general, phenotypic reproductive variation is mainly driven by genetic differentiation, whereas vegetative variation is more sensitive to local environmental factors. Collectively, these models reveal complex interactions among environmental and main demographic factors that have resulted in the partitioning of the species into genetically distinct and phenotype differentiated population groups. Clearly, there still exist limitations on our quantitative analysis. For example, we could only formulate a coarse genetic classification for the populations investigated in this study, which neglected entirely genetic differences within populations or among individuals (Chen et al. 2008) , and secondly, we only examined the most obvious climatic factors to assess the influence of environmental factors on phenotypic variation. Future work is planned to resolve genetic and environmental factors on a finer level and thereby further resolve the influence of these factors on phenotypic variation.
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